Routes through
Cubelles
Plaça del Castell | Corral d’en Cona
Rocacrespa | Can Foix
This route, which may not seem very attractive at first
sight, as it traverses a highly urbanised part of Cubelles,
holds numerous surprises. As you walk, you will come
across hidden spots, such as the pine grove you cross
after turning off Carrer dels Garrofers inside the Corral
d'en Cona housing estate, the fields in the Ricreu area or,
further on, the Salze farmhouse, the vineyards which
become green in summer and the dry-stone border,
whose origin is readily apparent, given their rounded
shapes.
Camí de Rocacrespa also holds surprises. The first is a
group of magnificent oak trees and, behind them, on the
other side of the Foix, three pines which stand out above
the rest. As you come closer, you will find a zip line, as
well as the pulley onto which weight was loaded and the
wheel used to pull it back.
After Rocacrespa, at the next meander, you will find Can
Foix (formerly Mas Cucurella). This 16th-century Catalan
farmhouse has an excellently preserved ice well and sits
amid stunning scenery, where you can rest beneath the
shade of the mulberry trees. This holiday camp, which is
open all year round, offers visitors a host of options:
accommodation only, full room and board, family stays
and other activities, such as hikes to the top of Talaia,
walks to the Foix reservoir, day trips, etc., and all with
impeccable service.
The way back, which takes you past the ruins of the Sant
Pau Chapel, follows almost the exact same path as the
outbound route. After seeing a few carob trees along the
path, you will approach Cubelles near the Molí de la
Palma and enter the village via Carrer dels Horts. This will
take you to Plaça del Castell, where you will find a
permanent exhibition on the clown Charlie Rivel. Without
a doubt an extremely well-rounded route.
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From Plaça del Castell, turn left on Carrer Dr. Juncà and right
on Carrer Major.

Easy. Be careful when
walking on the road and
during peak sun hours.

In front of the church, turn left through Plaça de Santa Maria
and on Carrer Església and right on Carrer del Mig.

Duration: 2 hours on foot.

95% Bicycle compatible.
Carry the bike when
crossing the river Foix.
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Left on Carrer Nou.
Signpost, towards Rocacrespa. Turn left on Carrer Mossèn
Miquel Cortí, towards the cemetery.
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Signpost, continue left and cross the motorway over the bridge.
Enter the Corral d'en Cona housing estate.
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Continue straight on Carrer de Torrelletes until you reach
Carrer Corral d'en Cona.
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Signpost, turn left and continue straight until you reach Carrer
de Castellet.
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Continue straight on Carrer Castellet. Zigzag down this street
until you reach the end.
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At the fence, turn left, and then turn right where the ground
is covered with black pines. Follow the arrow to the end of the
trail which leads to the paved road. Carrer de l'Arboç. Views
of the top of Talaia.
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Corral d’en Cona
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This point is the same as point 15 on the outbound route.
After crossing the river Foix, continue straight on the main
path and enter the Les Estoreres housing estate.

Santa Maria

Eixample

Bardají

After crossing the river Foix at the designated crossing
point, turn right.

Turn left on the trail shaded by the cypress trees.

Turn right on Camí de Rocacrespa. Oaks and pines on the other
side of the river.
Camí de Rocacrespa. Straight ahead you will see the zip line.
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At the end of Carrer Aneto, signpost, turn left on
Carrer Teide.

Continue straight. Here you will see different coloured markings.
Continue on the main road until you reach the Salze crossroads.

Path with a dry-stone border. With the fields on your right, cross
the river Foix diagonally and continue on the path which runs
parallel to the river until you reach the main path.
Camí de Rocacrespa.
Sud
Sumella

Enter the Les Estoreres housing estate and continue
straight on Carrer Aneto.

When you reach Salze, turn right and then left on
the dirt path.

Turn off the road before you reach the river Foix and continue
straight along the dirt path.
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Turn left at the Can Foix parking area (formerly Mas
Cucurella). Return along the same path until point number
15. Duration: 2 hours.

Paved road (Carrer de l'Arboç) to the right. Ricreu field area.
Remain on the main path. Time: 1 hour.

Signpost. Salze farmhouse. Continue on the paved road, then
turn left in the direction of Les Estoreres.
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At the road from Vilanova i la Geltrú to L'Arboç, turn left
and continue on this road until you reach the Can Foix
holiday camp. To km 6, you can walk along the inside
to the bridge. You may use the road and take the path
on the right or cross the river Foix.

Once you reach Carrer de Castellet, turn right.
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Mas Trader I

With the entrance to Rocacrespa on your right, cross the
river Foix and turn left until you reach the road. Another
option is to walk along the river bed until you reach the
sharp bend, where the river meanders. Here you will see
the fields which, after crossing them, will lead you to the
Can Foix holiday camp.

Continue on the path and go up to Carrer dels Roures.
Enter the Corral d'en Tort housing estate.
Turn right twice until you come to Avinguda del Corral
d'en Tort.
Cross the entire housing estate. Go past the Masia
El Congo, and continue along the paved road on the
left-hand side. Views of Cubelles and the sea in
the distance.
Enter the Corral d'en Cona housing estate and turn left.
Here you will find a metal panel with a map of the
housing estate to guide you.
Turn off Carrer de Cal Baldiris and go left on Carrer de
Castellet. Take the way back to Plaça del Castell, end
of route. Do not forget to visit the permanent exhibition
on the clown Charlie Rivel next to the Tourist Office.

